
[FEEDBACK]
erations seem to have caughlthe
hnaginalion of the Subjectivist
'rendency.

My design makes nl) reference
to component specifications (of
the sort that Mr Nalty means)
because they have no basis in
reality. Any well-brought..up
electronic circuit should be in..
sensitive to tolerances in con
ventional parameters: in Iny pro
fessional capacity the circuitry I
des ign is reproduced by the
thousand, cand so any other
approach would be disastrous.

The cartridge loading resistor
isjust a resistor-SIX. carbon fihn
is quite adequate - and to put it
bluntly, anyone in audio wh()
spends.£100n a resistor isa fool.

prhe root of the problem is that
Mr Natty, as a hard-line Subjec..
tivist. feels free to put forward as
facts assertions that are lament
ably devoid ofashred ofsupport..
ing evidence. He dare not even
hint at what sort of mechanisms
are involved, or describe their
effects on a signal, for fear that a
quick experiment will show that
they are illusory. Has Mr Nalty
made any measu rements on
capacitors in real-life circuit
situations? I think we should be
told.

One of the few definite state
ments that Subjectivists have
been tempted into n'laking is that
electrolytics (and indeed, copper
wires) suffer from a sort of low
level crossover distortion that
can be heard but not measured.
It did not take nle long to prove
that if any such effects exist they
are well below the -150 dBu
level, and if that is not c,udible I
should like to know what is2

•

I therefore bluntly challenge
Mr Nally to be more specific in
his speculations so that they can
be subjected to the ruthles..~ duo
of logic land experiment. The
scientific method got us to the
m()on: it is unlikely that it can
not cope with audio.
Douglas Self
ForestGate
London.
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Relativity and
engineering

J.C.G. Field quotes an accuracy
for Navstar (GPS) of 18 n1etres.
Perhaps engineer Field could put
relativity aside for a n10n'lent and
consider the 18-n1etJ"e error.

The earth turns on its axis one
revolution each 24 hours. Hence
the signal fronl the satellite to
the ground observer suffers Cl
phase shin resulting from the
Sagnac effect (principle of the
laser gyro). Since the satellite is
in a 12..hour orbit. the distance
between the satellite and the
ground observer is continually
changing, that is. there is a lime
rate of change of the Sagnac
phase shift. which is a frequency.
That frequency should be added
to the Doppler in the algorithm
but is not.

Fora numericClI example, con
sider an observer on the equator
in the plane of a polar satellite.
His ground position error. as a
function of the satellite elevation
angle is. then.

elevation angle error
(degrees) (~eler&)

o 14.15
10 14.4
20 15.25
30 16.7
40 19.0
50 22.7
60 29.9
70 56.7
78.182 (horizon) infinite
80 -49.7
90 0

The beauty of this observation
is that the noted phase shift is
compatible, according to the
establishnl(~nt, with both the
Special I and General2 Theories
of Relativity. Is there an Estab
lishment "cover..up" of this
error? You bell
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In I~WW for M'lrch, 1988 J.C.G.
Field conlments on Einslein's
theory ofrelativity on the basis of

physical effects of moving bodies
and clocks. Referring to such
effects is a con1n10n 1l1ethod
when defending this theory in
stead ofanswering the criticism.

The mass-increase llhe
nomenon was initially disco
vered by Kaufmann in 1901 in
cathode-ray experiments. and
110t predicted by Einstein's
theory. It is known that ItA.
Lorentz and Abraham Pais had
suggested a theoretical fonnula
for it, the fom1ula which the
particle physicist uses l()day.

The relation E=m.c2 was also
known and suggested by Poin
care, .Iasenohrl and Langevin
independently of Einstein and
before him. It is even known that
the time-dilation effect was sug
gested by Larmor in 1900 Clnd the
hypothetical length-contrilction
effect by Lorentz and Fitzgerald
some years before. Poincare was
the inventor of "the principle of
relativity" as reported from an
internationill congress of Physics
at St. Louis, USA, in 1904. The
mathematics of space and time
was develolled by Lorentz.

Obviously. the adduced effects
as referred to in the theory of
relativity can be deduced froln
other starting points having no
thing with to do relativity and
not necessarily erroneous.
Hence. we may ask: "What have
these physical effects to do with
relativity?"

The theory of relativity has
been criticized mainly on the
basis of its invarhlnt light
hYllOthesis. the hypothesis con
stituting the base of the theory.
Einstein himself said: "If the
speed of light is in the least bit
affected by the speed of the light
source. then my whole theory of
relativily and theory of gravity is
false". Dedicated relativists try to
muddy the water by talking ab
out other thingswhen this critic
ism appears, neglecting what the
critics are trying to say: if the
base hypotheses of a theory are
not correct. the predicted im
aginary physical effects or the
lheory cannot be correct. Dedi
cated relativists seems to have
real difficulties in accepting lhis
simple and obvious fact.
Ove 1'edenstig
Marsla
Sweden.

Atomic
fission

There is a certclin sacerdot,1I
smugness to the clssertiolls pruf
fered by Ilankey and Colen1aJ1
(LeUers, March): we are lold that
ltexperin1cnts have failed to de..
termine Cl size for the electron·',
but that "the two particles do, in
fact. have drasticcllly differcnt
sizes": and I did not deny an
internal structure for thero, cas a
more careful rereading will
show. I warned that the ,lrUde
was "simplistic" in order tll dis
suade any reader from assulnind
that the diagralns were sCilled.
thereby to infer that gclmlncl fre
quencies need be involved, but
some are so fond of Ihe taste of
shoe leilther that they Inust per
force open their mouths.

Should any hiologist offer an
analysis of a cell nucleus which
completely ignored its environ
ment. he would he roundly con
demned: yet I,hysicists luodelthe
atomic nucleus with no refer
ence whatever to the intense,
complex, and dynamic electro
magnetic field surrounding il,
and demand absolute authority
for their deductions. Since no
one to my knowledge has ever
seen a sub-atomic particle (the
above genllen1cn possibly ex
cepted) our understanding of
them must rely on many sl'ells of
inference and reascJning, any of
which may at son1e future delte
be proved faulty or incolnplete.
As amore cautious commentatur
observes. "llow a pnrticle sits in
equilibriun1 with the aether in it

quiet background can be "ery
different from how it appears in
our mainmoth Inachines in
reacting to high-enelJ!Y colli
sions". By investigating the rela
tionship lhat exists between the
e.m. field and the nucleus, there
is every chance thal we may be
able to influence the nucleus
indireclly by manipulating tlte
field, and this involves reiJ(.Ii1y
obtainable energies, such as
from ()rdinary lasers. My reason
for n()l quoting any numeric;,1
values was not that they nliJtht Ix:
"too comlllex for EWW readers",
but simply because the rcs~Clrch

needed to establish thenl has not
been done.
CarlAdams
'rerran Research
Easlwood
Australia
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